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                        Welcome to the

                        
                            SURGE Industrial Pumps                        

                        
                            Setu Industries is a leading manufacturer and exporter of industrial pumps like Mud Pumps, Back Pull Out Pumps, Coolant Pumps, Rotary Gear Pumps, Vertical Inline Pumps, Multi Stage Self Priming Pumps, Centrifugal Pump and Induction Motors.


We are also having many years of experience as a manufacturer and exporter of Marine pumps with specific MOC required for particular applications of marine pumps.
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                            40 years OF EXPERIENCE[image: ]

                            SURGE Pumps are in accordance to the newest technological developments of the market and provides the best quality pumps to the industries to improve their productivity and profitability by timely delivery of mechanically robust and hydraulically efficient pump sets at most affordable price.


SURGE Pumps are designed for easy installation, low running cost with improved efficiency. Rigorous testing of pumps at every stage of manufacture ensures high efficiency and enhanced life. We ensure customer delight by our commitment towards quality, cost effectiveness and continual improvement backed with effective pre and after sales service.


We offer customized pumps to meet our customer’s requirements.
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										Mud Self Priming Pumps (SP Series) 
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										Mud Self Priming Pumps (SP-SS Series)
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										Mud Self Priming Pumps (SEJ Series)
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										Mud SS Self Priming Pumps (SCA Series)
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										Coolant Pumps (SCP Series)
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										Back Pull Out Pumps (SB Series)
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										Rotary Gear Pumps (SEG Series)
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										Rotary Gear Pumps (SEG-SS Sereis)
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										 Rotary Gear Pumps (SIG Series)
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										SS Self Priming Pumps (SSP Series)
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										SS Centrifugal Pumps (SCF Series)
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										Self Priming Multi Stage Pumps (SSC Series)
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										Vertical Inline Pumps (SV Series)
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										Induction Motors (SIM Series)
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						Contact Us

						Setu Industries

							
								Samrat Industrial Area Main Road, Behind S.T. Workshop, Gondal Road, Rajkot-360004, Gujarat (INDIA)

							
	
								sales@surgepumps.com
							
	
								+91 93138 05690, 
								+91 93138 05691
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